PRESS RELEASE

Cuciniale - cook perfect meals every time with this new
smart cooking system
Lindau, October 2016. Cooking meals at home shouldn’t mean you have to accept
mediocre results or spend hours hovering over the stove. The new Cuciniale
intelligent cooking system, live on Kickstarter since Monday, October 10, makes it
easy for home chefs to create professionally prepared meals every time. With just a
few taps, you’ll be able to deliver top restaurant quality results in the comfort of
your own kitchen.

Cuciniale is the world’s smartest portable cooking system. The three-piece system
(cooktop, sensor and app) automatically reads the properties of your food, optimally
sets heat and cooking time, and notifies you whenever you need to add ingredients.
How does it work? Simply place your food in the cooktop along with the sensor, tell the
app what the food is and the level of doneness you would like, and then let Cuciniale
do the rest. Heat and cooking time will be automatically set with the help of artificial
intelligence and the 6-point sensor. The system considers the weight, size, structure,
composition of fat, water, protein and carbohydrate content of your food . It’s a fast,
simple way to make the food you eat taste great every time. In addition, it comes preprogrammed with over 300 healthy recipes, ensuring that no matter what you want for
dinner the Cuciniale has something that will make your mouth water.
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The Cuciniale system has already been tested by many chefs. Peter Armellino, Chef at the
Plumed horse restaurant (http://plumedhorse.com/mobile/about-us.html), awarded with 1
Michelin star in 2016 reassures:

“I was very skeptical at the beginning. But after testing the Cuciniale smart cooking system in
my kitchen with Risotto without constant stirring and a filet mignon I can fully endorse this
incredibly helpful machine. It takes the mind of a chef with years of understanding, experience
and calculated decision making and puts it in easily repeatable step by step instructions.
With the ability to read all the outside information and what's happening on a molecular level,
it will guide you through cooking something perfectly with confidence. “

The Cuciniale intelligent cooking system will be launching a Kickstarter on October
10th to fundraise the first wave of international production, with a goal of 100,000
euros. While the Cuciniale will eventually retail for $400, early backers can get the
full set for $150—less than half it’s final price! In addition, there are plenty of other
goodies backers can get including foldable tablet holder.
Whether you’re an amateur cook, or you’re just looking to make great meals for you
family, Cuciniale is invaluable to making your life simpler.
Please share the Cuciniale Kickstarter campaign with your readers, or contact
holger.henke@cuciniale for more information. More details are available on the
Cuciniale website.

Cuciniale is a young high-tech company located in Lindau at Lake Constance whose goal is to enable
anyone to cook excellently. Cuciniale already developed a sensor (GourmetSensor) and a compatible
app (GourmetPilot), the first intelligent navigation system for cooking. In 2014, it won the price for
the best kitchen innovation and in 2016 it won the prestigious award PlusX as best kitchen product
and for innovation, high quality, ease of use and functionality. The company’s latest development is
an intelligent cooking hob that can be operated by the GourmetPilot. Because the sensor recognises
the amount, weight, size and composition of food, the Gourmet pilot app is able to able to optimally
control the connected cooktop.
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